
“Theatre of  Horizon(s)” is a primitive theatrical device, where observation and imagination 
overlaps. It creates an interwoven narrative journey through three theatrical experiences of  
“horizons of  buzz” that are contextualized in the Reford Garden. The project aims shift the focus 
from the artwork to its pre-existing context, while actively re-construct elements of  nature rather 
than visually borrowing it – a bricolage construction of  logs. 

The temporary wood structure assembles raw tree logs with a “weaving beam” carpentry 
technique used for traditional bridges in China, offering a sense of  ambiguity while maximizing 
the possibility of  reusing the materials after the festival. 

We perceive the existing temporary artworks somewhat consume the garden literally as a 
“background” - namely composed by the sky, the trees, the ground. Our approach is to turn this 
“Convergence of  Background” into “Divergence of  Horizons”. We observe the Reford Garden as these 
three pre-existence of  vibrancy. Three plays – the amphitheatre, the bridge, and the hut - are imagined 
to take place in these pre-contexts.

Theatre of Horizon(s) 
- the amphitheatre, the bridge & the hut - 2015 International Garden Festival
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List of  suggested plants 
and materials

1. Lanceleaf  tickseed
2. Low rough aster
3. white pebble
4. semi-processed logs
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"the bridge" towards the horizon of  sky / "the hut" towards the horizon of  ground
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The amphitheatre –offers a place to sit down and lie down, after visitors 
approach through the field of  yellow asters and turns their view towards “a 
play of  clouds and blue”.

The bridge – as the beholders ascend towards the top of  the stairs, surrounded 
by the tree crowns, with the orchestra of  wind, a glimpse of  St. Lawrence and 
imagine “The Baron In the Tree” by Italo Calvino.

The hut – after the visitors 
discover the compressed space 
under the stairs, it offers “a play 
of  ground”. The protagonists 
a r e  t h e  b i r d s  w h i c h  a r e 
attracted by the asters and 
tickseeds field, and the tree 
trunks which have always been 
there.


